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Whole brain teaching 3rd grade classroom management



With joyful classrooms in 100 countries, 100,0 Facebook likes and 9,0,0,0 YouTube views, Total Brain Education (WBT) is one of the world's most popular educational systems. There are several educational options available. Click here for more information. I think it's safe to say that I'm obsessed with
classroom management. It finally clicked after realizing that I was sick of going home tired every day. I realized that instead of jumping right into the curriculum with my students, I needed to make time to build a strong classroom management plan. I think that counts for one of those things that we don't
learn in college, right?! ;) One thing I've done in the past was the CHAMPS class management system. Excellent photo courtesy: Pathways to learning the CHAMPS system blog is a great idea, and I believe that your classroom will be pure chaos if your kids don't know what you're expecting from them.
Champagne takes all the guesses out of here, it allows students to know what expectations are all day.  For example, through the expectations displayed, students know if they can use the bathroom at that moment. They also know the right volume to talk about. The idea behind champs is that you sent
cards for each letter: C= conversation (how long can I be tall?) H= Help (How to ask for help?) A= activity (what is it that we will be doing) M= movement (can I get up and move around the room?) P= Participation (How do I respond to this lesson/ How do I look?) S= Success! There are many wonderful
benefits to this system! But it was a management issue. I have a conviction that I'll let my kids run our class I think it's very important that they own this, and with the CHAMPS system, it was completely teacher-based. I had to set up a board for every lesson, and I often struggled to remember to change
the cards on the board. I tried having students do this as a job, but often they followed me trying to figure out which cards to put (because they obviously didn't know the wait at that moment!) so it didn't work. You can learn more about CHAMPS here, and maybe you can share your ideas on how to make
it easier on the teacher, because it can really be great! Another classroom management system is complete brain training. Full brain training also has some wonderful benefits! I corrected a lot of pieces to fit them into my class and my teaching style. As with any new research-based approach, it's best to
do a little research and tailor it to fit you and your kids. But in the end I love a lot of aspects of this management system. The whole training lends our brains to a fun classroom where we use the game to practice a lot of the things we learn, make us rest the little brain, and the student-centric and
encouraging environment. An example of a sixth-grade teacher using the approach is: the first step is to train the entire brain to enforce the rules. Stephanie of 3rd Class Thoughts creates this freebie that you can download here. Besides freebie, he has started a ton of useful blogs in getting on with total
brain training. I suggest you check them out! Aren't they lovely? Head over your blog to check them out! You can also check out Lisa's free resources over in the fourth and ten. He has some great, free printable rules you can send in his classroom. Click here to catch them! By any rule, we make a gesture
or hand gesture and read them every morning. I feel like it set the stage for the day, reminding students of five simple things to be aware of throughout the day. The rules and gestures are simple: #1: Raise your hand to talk or stand up. We put our hands up in the air as if we were raising our hands.) The
#2: Be safe, be kind, be honest. (We count on our fingers 1, 2, 3.) The #3: Respect yourself and others. They said, If we knew how to follow you, we would inse-doing, and The #4: Follow directions quickly. (We quickly tap our fingers aloud to the word.) The #5: Listen when your teacher is talking. (We'll
put our fingers on our mouths on the word, and we'll put our hands on it for a word.) For more information, head over to the whole brain training website here to learn more about this management strategy, and to get all your freebies! My newest item to my TpT store are signs for your entire brain training
classroom. I'm incredibly excited about this because I almost love everything about total brain training and I'm now with Chevron prints :) I had a similar set of signs hanging in my classroom this year and it was a good reminder of what we used to say and helped a lot to my visual learners. WBT contains
a lot of kinetic learning and hearing, but it's important to remember visual kiddos as well! This large PDF file has the WBT language on four cute signs in loads of colors. Signs say: Class? yes! Hands &amp; Eyes Teach! ok! yes! no way!! Mirror Switch is a blank screen for your WBT :) They come in with a
Chevron background: teal (my fav!) orange blue gray, red, purple and the latest set of signs have no background in case you prefer to print them on paint paper... up to you! Enjoy and I hope this inspires you to not only try WBT in your class, but also get excited about decorating for next year (I'm very
excited and this year hasn't even done yet!). Want a collection of these tokens for free? Leave a comment telling me how you use or plan to use WBT in your class and I'll pick a winner on Wednesday! Update: Congratulations to Sandra from Sweet Times at first! Check your email because you :) The third
gradients are roly-poly and rambunctious, but they too Students. Whether you've taught this pivotal, precocious class for years or are setting up your first grade, we've covered you with 50 tips from real teachers for third-grade math education, third-grade science, third-grade social studies, history,
behavior management, and just about everything in between! 1. Start the year with a challenge. Making teamwork at the beginning of the year with a challenge: divide students into groups and take to each group 56 cups. Then challenge them to build the tallest (or most stable) tower. From third-grade
teacher blogger Patch Ms Patton. 2. Take advantage of their being in between. Third grade students are not small children, they are not quite high elementary students, and they are far from middle school students. That is, they still love their teachers and their school and are not afraid to show it! Use it
with fun ideas to return to night school or parent-teacher conference. 3. Try the whole teaching brain. Try teaching all the brains to manage the third class of the classroom. My students loved it and did a great job following the rules with it. —Cynthia B. 4. Start the day with a morning session. The third
grade is not too old for the morning session. This third-grade blogger includes class rules, self-reflexive (yesterday as good as a researcher what did you do?) A stupid class question. Sharing the good news/bad news, and the word of the day in his morning meeting. 5. Predict which grade III to call. Put
icons on the table as a reminder for when students blur out. Which reminds them to raise their hands with a non-verbal warning. If they blur out, place laminate alerts on your desk, like a stop sign that says 'Please stop what you're doing and make better choices.' —Jessica H. 6. Schedule a late-day
check. Students say positive things from their day and minus (if anyone happened), an interesting thing of their day, and one thing they learned.  —Natalie E. 7. Creating a warm and welcoming atmosphere for the third degree. Beach chairs, pillows, and warm, natural light are some way of creating a cosy
atmosphere for the third degree. Bonus: You don't have to put your summer stuff away! Add a beach pail full of signs. We like the top setup of this third-grade blogger. 8. Use the admin's office sporadically. You want your students to know that you take the principal's office very seriously. —From Teaching
With Class 9. Create a classroom carriage. This third-grade blogger recommends that you stock Cuddy Shower with everything you need to manage behavior and small groups to save time and keep the day moving smoothly. 10. Use the wall for the anchor chart instead of the pre-done poster. You can
check our archive of anchor charts here. 11. Use brain rest. Put brain break ideas (top five, hokey pokey, etc.) on popsicle sticks and then draw one randomly when your students need to move. 12. Create a call and response routine. Use calls and answers like saying class, class, class! That students
answer yes, yes, yes! Or to get started, snap your fingers and say , Go! then the students respond by breaking their fingers and saying, Go! Read more from this third-grade blogger. 13- Send the classroom brochure home. I made a brochure for parents instead of a welcome letter back. The brochure was
easier to look at and it was easier to find information. Included a plan of conduct, information about lunch prices, and pickup time and layoffs. —Kendall R. Kennedy 14 . Invest time in teaching third-grade students methods and occupations. Model and practice your classroom method. You'd love how
independent grade III can be! --Pam W. Choosing jobs that they can do around the classroom. This time will save you and you will be amazed how competent the third degree can be. —Christy H. 15. Go to the classroom with themed. Even at this age, kids are themed like rooms. —Kathleen W. We are
obsessed with the Harry Potter theme of the third grade teacher and this read great corner ideas too. 16- Do not take your supplies away from other grades. If you're moving to teach third grade from another class, know that you'll have a lot of levels in your class, so those easy readers of younger grades
or engaging novels from high grades are likely to come in handy. Don't hide everything in your kindergarten. I had to pull out some use in small groups with some students who didn't quite get to the degree level. —Kathleen W. 17. I like a list. You thought you loved an organized list? Your third students
may just beat you. Stock your room with clipboards and cover your walls with the list to keep your kids organized and as excited about completing any work as you are. Lists, clipboards... They love them. —Christy H. 18. A policy for school supplies (we look at you mechanical pencils). I allowed my third
grade to use a clickable lead pencil. However my policy about them was that if I saw them playing with lead or break parts, they would be banned from using it until the end of the year. I just had to ban a handful of students. —Tefi C. 19. Invest in fidgets. If you have students who burrow with just about
anything (and teach third grade, you will), keep your hands occupied with fidget toys so your brain can stay on duty. They can be as simple as the squishy balls of the party store and maybe, just maybe, it will keep the fidget spinner out of your classroom. Check out more fidget ideas in this summary. Talk
about emotional bank accounts. Help Third Grade understand how their words and actions impact others with the ongoing discussion of emotional bank accounts. We love the anchor charts of this third-grade blogger. 21. Give yourself a third-grade checklist. Set at the beginning of the third grade teaching
year with a checklist of things you want your students to know by the end of the year. This list of 25 concepts cuts across subjects and prepares its students for higher primary. 22. Planning for missing pencils. I did the big pencil challenge... Each pencil had a number on it that was unique to that student. I
could call at any time to show me your pencils! and they had to show them to me. If they didn't have it for some reason, the missing would have been determined. I did it for the last 12 weeks of school and I gave an award to the kids who still had their pencil at the end of 6 weeks and 12 weeks. Everyone
loved it! —Robin C. 23 . Models, models, and models some more. The third degree is increasingly developing its independence, but it still requires modeling (and plenty of it)! Planning for modeling, and modeling again throughout the entire group, then getting ready to step in with more modeling during
centers or small teamwork. Modeling and practice for sure. —Cathy T. 24. Create books in love with books. To each third grade book lover's book, a loose leaf binder that stores all the students' notes to read and write and helps them identify and practice their reading strategies. Read more on Scholastic.
25. Read aloud. Third grade students like to be read. We collect a great list of aloud readings from third grade teaching instructors here. 26- Use interactive notebooks. You can use interactive notebooks for any topic or unit. Check out these tips for organizing interactive notebooks from another awesome
3rd grade blogger. 27. Insisting on complete sentences. Third-grade students are still shaping those academic habits, so when they ask questions, talk about reading them, or explain themselves, they talk them in full sentences. He'll be paid in their writings and their thinking. Take all the books you can
hold your hand. You'll have kids struggling to read and guys who read five degree levels up. You never know what he's trying to get a reluctant reader's interest. Lots of cheap books if you dig around. —Laurie E. 29. Stock your shelves with third-grade faves. Here are the recommendations of the third
grade book from our community: 30. Protect your books, cover your books with clear contact paper. They will last for years. —Jeannie Kay. 31 . Shares in the series. Third grade loves series, especially secrets. Some recommendations from third-grade teachers: 32. Bring books with minority heroes.
«Don't forget to search for minority heroes—The Duck, amazing Grace series (there's even a chapter book), Sir and I, julian's story says (another series) are good options. It's even harder to find books with asian, Hispanic and first-world protagonists, he said.  Rachel C33 challenges them by reading
closely. Use this example of close reading to teach the third grade of the participatory classroom. 34. 5 daily updates for third grade teaching. The third is a fantastic Big 5 daily call and arrange their reading centers around the work that students do when they listen to reading, work on writing, read to
themselves, read to someone and work with words. (Check out his third-grade blog to see how he integrates 5 daily with an undersea theme as well.) 35. Use current events. Third-rate interest in the world is on the rise. Invest in it by bringing articles from sites like Tween Tribune or NewsELA. While
students read each article, they can track their ideas, reactions, and opinions on sticky notes, and then use those to write comments about articles (or post their opinions on a large board in their classroom). The idea of the thoughts of a third-grade teacher. 36- Have a sense of humor. Teaching third
grade requires a sense of humor for both yourself and your students. Poetry from Cheryl Silverstein and Jack Perlotsky hit right in the funny bones of third grade. 37. Some interactive anchor charts. Check out these samples from the Crockett class. 38. Practicing The Mathematical Truth of The Psyche
(Every Day). Fourth and fifth grade teachers will thank you! The better your students are in their math facts, the easier the math time will be, especially when they get to solve the problem. We like this penguin multiplication game from class 3 blogger Lightbulbs and laughter. 39. Focus on deficit if it's not
mathematical psyche, it deducts. A better third-rate understanding of deductions would be better when values are more complex or complex operations. We really love this pool noodle deduction hack for third grade training. 40. Try math huddles. Send a question on board, and then storm-minded
students different ways to solve it. Get more ideas from a third-grade thinking taught blogger. 41. Set up a math routine. The third degree grows in predictability. Check out this math routine from the teaching channel. 42. Use games and keep them organized. Third grade loves games. The trick is to keep
them organized and make sure students are learning from them. Check out this Pinterest board of math game organization. 43. Use different groups. Third-grade math training with three training groups: teacher time, partner practice, and in my own time. Get the most out of this third-grade blog. 44. Brush
on any skill before starting teaching third grade. Give yourself a MobyMax student account (self-learning, practice-based for math and language) and use it to practice the areas you're not sure on. —Seana N. 45. Consider classroom economics. Usually the last month or six weeks of school, my students
were responsible for keeping track of their own money, he says. They received a 'salary' on Monday morning, but then they had to pay rent for their desk, and as a class we decided what they wanted and needed to be a fee and what fines should be for negative choices, how they could earn bonuses, etc.
The kids loved it and kept them on track for the last few weeks of school. —Pam W.  46. Hand in with teaching third grade science. You can't do a lot of tests and models with a third degree. Here are 19 fun ideas for force and movement, blood from what is made? Model for third-grade biology, test seeds
using popcorn, and create a cloud activity for the climate. 47. Teaching third-grade civic students (seriously!) here are some easy tips for teaching third-grade students this is important. 48. Enter their students into history. After reading the biography, students create presentations that put themselves on a
date, such as the idea of a third-grade blogger. 49. Planning for higher-order thinking. Put higher-order thinking questions on a key loop and use the key ring to make sure all your students think critically. 50. Get them a magazine check out these 57 writing prompts to train third grade students to start
journaling. Did we lose something? Share your best tips for third-grade education in the comments! Comments!
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